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We compared the type and patterning of morphogenic cell behaviors driving convergent extension of the Xenopus neural
plate in the presence and absence of persistent vertical signals from the mesoderm by videorecording explants of deep neural
tissue with involuted mesoderm attached and of deep neural tissue alone. In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, neural
plate cells express monopolar medially directed motility and notoplate cells express randomly oriented motility, two new
morphogenic cell behaviors. In contrast, in deep neural explants (without notoplate), all cells express bipolar mediolateral
cell motility. Deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neural explants also differ in degree of neighbor exchange during
mediolateral cell intercalation. In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, cells intercalate conservatively, whereas in deep
neural explants cells intercalate more promiscuously. Last, in both deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neural explants,
morphogenic cell behaviors differentiate in an anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial progression. However, in deep
neural-over-mesoderm explants, morphogenic behaviors first differentiate in intervals along the anteroposterior axis,
whereas in deep neural explants, morphogenic behaviors differentiate continuously from the anterior end of the tissue
posteriorly. These results describe new morphogenic cell behaviors driving neural convergent extension and also define roles
for signals from the mesoderm, up to and beyond late gastrulation, in patterning these cell behaviors. © 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Xenopus; neural plate; convergent extension; cell motility; vertical signals; timelapse videorecording; in situ
ybridization; Sonic hedgehog; notoplate.m
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During the gastrula and neurula stages in Xenopus laevis,
the neural ectoderm undergoes dramatic convergent exten-
sion movements, narrowing mediolaterally and elongating
anteroposteriorly (Keller, 1975, 1976; Keller et al., 1992a).
Earlier, we showed that deep neural explants made at late
gastrulation converge and extend autonomously (Elul et al.,
1997). In these explants, cells produce a narrower, longer
tissue by actively intercalating between one another. Cell
intercalation appears to be driven by force generated from
medial and lateral protrusions. In this study, we also
observed that the deep neural cells exhibit heterogeneity in
1 Present address: Department of Physiology, University of Cali-
fornia at San Francisco, 533 Parnassus Avenue, Room U332, SanSFrancisco, CA 94143-0723.
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.otility and morphology. One hypothesis is that this
eterogeneity represents regional variations in neural cell
ehaviors induced weakly by the limited and early contact
ith the underlying mesoderm prior to explantation. Here,
e demonstrate that in deep neural explants with persis-
ent interactions with the mesoderm, new neural cell
ehaviors emerge, in region-specific patterns and in spatio-
emporal progressions that likely reflect the underlying
ignaling events that organize them.
Previous work suggests that the cell behaviors driving
eural convergent extension in Xenopus may be patterned
long the mediolateral axis. The neural tissue may be
ubdivided into morphogenic domains corresponding to
ediolateral domains defined by region-specific gene ex-
ression. Neural ectoderm shows anteroposterior stripes of
ene expression at distinct mediolateral positions, such as
hh (Ekker et al., 1995) and F-spondin (Klar et al., 1992) at
3
14 Elul and Kellerthe notoplate and floorplate, Xash-3 (Zimmerman et al.,
993) and F-cadherin (Espeseth et al., 1995) at the sulcus
limitans, and Snail (Essex et al., 1993) at the lateral bound-
ary of the neural plate. In the newt, a urodele amphibian,
the area of the neural plate overlying the notochord, called
the notoplate, has special morphogenic properties (Jacobson
and Gordon, 1976). In this species, convergent extension
appears to occur by capture of cells at the neural plate/
notoplate and neural plate/epidermal boundaries (Jacobson
et al., 1986; Jacobson and Moury, 1995). In the chick,
medial and lateral neural cells exhibit different morpholo-
gies and rearrangement patterns with medial cells interca-
lating more than lateral cells (Alvarez and Schoenwolf,
1991; Schoenwolf, 1991, 1994).
The cell behaviors driving neural convergent extension in
Xenopus may also be patterned along the anteroposterior
axis. Gene expression is patterned in the anteroposterior
dimension (Doniach et al., 1992; Poznanski and Keller,
1997). Moreover, in Xenopus, extension of the neural ecto-
derm develops in an anteroposterior progression, beginning
in the hindbrain and progressing to the spinal cord, and is
graded along the anteroposterior axis, with the maximum
occurring posteriorly (Keller, 1975, 1976; Keller and Da-
nilchik, 1988; Keller et al., 1992a). Additionally, in ze-
brafish, cell divisions and shape changes progress through
the anterior neural ectoderm from vegetal to animal (Con-
cha and Adams, 1998), and cell intercalation is graded
anteroposteriorly, with the maximum occurring posteri-
orly, as in Xenopus (Kimmel et al., 1994). However, despite
these macroscopic patterns of convergent extension and
gene expression, we do not know how active cell motility
and cell intercalation begin, progress, and are patterned in
the Xenopus neural tissue.
Vertical interactions with the mesoderm beyond the late
gastrula stage likely pattern the morphogenic cell behaviors
driving neural convergent extension. In Xenopus, planar
and vertical signals from the organizer up to late gastrula-
tion (stage 11.5) induce convergent extension of the neural
tissue and some cell behaviors associated with neurulation,
such as elongation and wedging of the superficial neural
cells (Elul et al., 1997; Poznanski et al., 1997). Additional
vertical signals beyond late gastrulation induce the final
steps in neurulation, including the radial intercalation of
deep cells and neural tube fusion (Poznanski et al., 1997)
and the expression of notoplate and floorplate genes
(Poznanski and Keller, 1997; Ruiz i Altaba and Jessel, 1992).
Thus, if a specialized cell behavior is associated with the
notoplate in Xenopus, vertical signaling from the underly-
ing mesoderm may be necessary to induce this behavior.
Moreover, vertical signals from the mesoderm may induce
a progression of morphogenic cell behaviors in the neural
plate. In this case, the morphogenic cell behaviors driving
neural convergent extension may parallel those underlying
mesodermal convergent extension in Xenopus, which de-
velop in an anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial pro-
gression (Wilson and Keller, 1991; Wilson et al., 1989;
Domingo and Keller, 1995; Shih and Keller, 1992b). These
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightobservations and our previous observation of heterogeneity
of cell behavior in deep neural explants separated from the
mesoderm at gastrulation raise the possibility that with
persistent contact with the mesoderm, additional special-
izations of cell behaviors underlying neural convergent
extension may emerge.
In this paper, we compare regional patterns of morpho-
genic cell behaviors, correlated with regional gene expres-
sion (as seen with RNA in situ hybridization), and progres-
sions of these cell behaviors, in deep neural explants in
persistent vertical contact with underlying mesoderm and
in deep neural explants separated from the mesoderm at
late gastrulation. We find that persistent interaction with
mesoderm reveals two new types of cell behavior underly-
ing neural convergent extension, one specific for the neural
plate and the other specific for the notoplate. In addition,
these cell behaviors are onset and develop in progressions
that we think reflect the signals organizing the behaviors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Embryo and Explant Preparation
Eggs were fertilized and dejellied by standard methods (Kay and
Peng, 1991). Embryos were cultured as described by Elul and others
(1997) and staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (1967), using
external criteria such as blastopore size and internal criteria such as
degree of advancement of archenteron roof. Explants were made
from stage 11.5 to 12 late gastrula embryos using eyebrow hair
knives and hairloops. The neural epithelium was removed and
discarded, and the remaining dorsal tissues of the embryo—the
deep neural, the mesoderm, and the endodermal epithelium—were
explanted, as diagrammed in Fig. 1. In order to make deep neural-
over-mesoderm explants, only the endodermal epithelium was
sheared off, leaving a layer of deep neural cells overlying a layer of
deep mesodermal cells. In order to make deep neural explants, both
endoderm and mesoderm were sheared off. Explants were cultured
in modified Danilchick’s solution (Keller et al., 1985; Sater et al.,
1993) with the deep neural layer facing down on a coverslip glued
with silicon high-vacuum grease across a 20-mm hole in a plastic
petri dish. Each explant was restrained from above with a small
piece of coverslip glass supported with silicon high-vacuum grease.
In this paper, we use the term “deep neural explants” to
maintain consistency with the term “deep neural-over-mesoderm
explants.” The deep neural explants were previously called “neural
deep cell explants” (Elul et al., 1997).
Fluorescent Labeling
To enhance resolution of protrusive activity, a dispersed population
of neural cells was fluorescently labeled. Embryos were “tipped and
marked” prior to first cleavage to facilitate identification of the dorsal
side of the embryo (Kay and Peng, 1991). At the 32-cell stage, 20 nl of
rhodamine dextran amine (Molecular Probes) was injected with a
Medical Systems pressure injector into dorsal blastomere “B1.” Mix-
ing between B1 progeny and progeny of neighboring uninjected
blastomeres resulted in fluorescently labeled cells scattered among
unlabeled cells at the late gastrula stage.
Timelapse Videomicroscopy
Epiillumination. Explants were illuminated with low-anglefiber optics and imaged with a Hammamatsu C-2400 CCD (XC-77)
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5Patterning of Neural Morphogenic Cell Behaviorsor a Dage MTI CCD72 camera. To visualize the explants, an
Olympus Provis or IX70 microscope was used in conjunction with
an X4, X10, or X20 fluor Olympus objective, with or without
additional zoom magnification. Images were taken once every 90 s
and recorded to a Pentium or Macintosh computer. Summing of
frames and contrast enhancement were performed by Metamorph
(Version 2; Universal Imaging, Brandywine, PA) or NIH (Version
1.61; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MA) image process-
ing software with a Dell or Macintosh computer.
Epifluorescence illumination. Explants were illuminated with
a variable-intensity halogen lamp and imaged with a Hammamatsu
C2400-08 SIT camera. Epifluorescence illumination was regulated
by a Uniblitz electronic shutter (Vincent Associates, PA) to occur
only during summing of frames. An Olympus IX70 and an X20 (0.7
NA) or X40 (0.85 NA) fluor objective were used to visualize the
cells. Images were taken once every 45 or 60 s. Summing of frames
and contrast enhancement of images were performed by Meta-
morph, and images were recorded to a Dell computer.
In Situ Hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was done according to Har-
land (1991), modified as described by Poznanski and Keller (1997).
Probes used were Shh (Ekker et al., 1995), F-spondin (Klar et al.,
1992), Snail (Essex et al., 1993), and Xash-3 (Zimmerman et al.,
1993). We define the notoplate as that region of neural plate
overlying the notochord (Jacobson and Gordon, 1976), which cor-
responds approximately to the area expressing Shh. Substrates used
in the in situ color reaction were nitroblue tetrazolium and
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (Poznanski and Keller,
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram shows how deep neural explants, with a
late gastrula embryo (left). The deep neural layer (stippled), togethe
xplanted. The cuts at the lateral edges are made wide enough apar
dge of the tissue layers is made above the estimated limit of invol
eural-over-mesoderm explants (A), endodermal epithelium is rem
emaining explant of deep neural cells overlying mesoderm conver
iorly (A). For deep neural explants (B), both endodermal epithelium
pi, epithelium; end, endodermal epithelium; mes, mesoderm; blc1997). After the color reaction, embryos were postfixed with
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightBouin’s fixative and dehydrated. To visualize the in situ staining
and fluorescent labeling simultaneously, embryos were photo-
graphed with an Olympus IX70 upright microscope or an Olympus
XZH10 stereoscope with a fluorescence attachment. Explants were
not cleared so that in situ staining and fluorescent cells in the
mesodermal layer would not obscure that in the neural layer.
Morphometric and Kinematic Measurements
In each deep neural-over-mesoderm explant, we analyzed protru-
sive activity for three to seven cells, all of which fell within a single
tissue region (lateral to, abutting, and within the notoplate). To
measure a cell’s protrusive activity, we traced the cell’s margin in
consecutive video frames (30–150 frames) from epifluorescence
videos (see Elul et al., 1997). For each cell, the angular distribution
f protrusions was calculated by counting the percentage of pro-
rusions falling into each of 12 30° sectors around a cell’s perimeter.
or each of the three regions of the neural tissue, a plot of the
ngular distribution of protrusions was generated by combining
istributions of all the cells located in a particular tissue region.
dditionally, we used Rayleigh’s test (Zar, 1974) to determine
hether the angular distributions of protrusions for individual cells
ere monopolar, bipolar, or random. For each explant, we calcu-
ated the percentage of cells with monopolar, bipolar, and random
ngular distributions. For all explants with cells in the same tissue
egion, we calculated means for these percentages (Table 1). Simi-
arly, for each explant, we used standard circular statistics to
alculate a mean protrusive angle for monopolar cells (Zar, 1974).
or all explants with cells in the same tissue region, we then
alculated means for these means (Table 1).
ithout mesoderm, are made. The neural epithelium is cut out from
h the mesoderm (dark shading) and endodermal epithelium, is then
that all fated neural tissue is included, and the cut at the posterior
of the mesoderm so that mesodermal tissue is excluded. For deep
from the underside of the mesoderm and discarded (left, A). The
nd extends, narrowing mediolaterally and elongating anteroposte-
d mesoderm are removed from the underside of the neural tissue.
tocoel; bp, blastopore; dnc, deep neural cells.nd w
r wit
t so
ution
oved
ges a
anWe calculated length-to-width ratios (L/W) of cells by measuring
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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6 Elul and Kellerthe length of the long axis of a cell (“length”) and of the axis
perpendicular to it (“width”) from epiillumination videos. For active
cell motility measurements shown in Figs. 7 and 8, mean L/W were
calculated at five different time points for all motile (gray) and
quiescent (white) cells. For each explant, the Mann–Whitney test was
used to test for statistical significance of difference between mean
L/W for motile and quiescent cells at a particular time point; the
Kruskal–Wallace test was used to determine statistical significance of
difference between mean L/W for motile cells at the five different
time points (Statview Software, Version 5.0).
RESULTS
Convergent Extension in Deep Neural-over-
Mesoderm and Deep Neural Explants
Before comparing the type and patterning of morphogenic
cell behaviors in deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep
neural explants, we compared the amounts and rates of
extension of these two types of explants. We discovered
that deep neural-over-mesoderm explants extended more
and faster than deep neural explants. The average amount of
extension for deep neural-over-mesoderm explants was
50% (SD 18%, n 5 7 explants) compared to 30% (SD 20%,
n 5 13 explants) for deep neural explants (Compare Fig. 2A
with Fig. 2C).
Region-Specific Gene Expression in Deep Neural-
over-Mesoderm and Deep Neural Explants
Deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neural explants
also differed in expression and patterning of region-specific
FIG. 2. Deep neural-over-mesoderm explants express region-speci
xed at stage 14 (A), stage 24 (B), and stage 15 (C). Marker expressi
s also shown for deep neural explants fixed at stage 14 (D) and a
nterior is to the top in all images.genes. Deep neural-over-mesoderm explants expressed
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightegion-specific neural genes in patterns observed in vivo. In
ontrast, deep neural explants did not express region-
pecific neural genes at all or they expressed the region-
pecific genes in altered patterns.
Deep neural-over-mesoderm explants expressed the noto-
late gene Shh and the floorplate gene F-spondin in a
arrow medial stripe extending the entire anteroposterior
ength of the tissue (10/10 explants stained for Shh; 8/8
xplants stained for F-spondin, Figs. 2A and 2B). In contrast,
eep neural explants either did not express Shh (5/5 ex-
lants, Fig. 2D) or expressed Shh but in a more broad,
iffuse, and discontinuous pattern than that in deep neural-
ver-mesoderm explants (6/6 explants, data not shown).
eep neural explants also did not express the floorplate
ene F-spondin (8/8 explants, Fig. 2E). Note that deep
eural-over-mesoderm explants expressed other region-
pecific markers in in vivo patterns. This includes Snail,
xpressed far laterally (8/8 explants, Fig. 2C), and Xash,
xpressed between Shh and Snail (4/4 explants, data not
hown).
Regionalization of Cell Motility in Deep Neural-
over-Mesoderm Explants
One major hypothesis of this paper is that deep neural-
over-mesoderm explants may be subdivided into motility
domains defined by anteroposterior stripes of region-
specific gene expression. To examine this issue, we video-
recorded deep neural-over-mesoderm explants and then
stained the videorecorded explants for notoplate and floor-
plate markers using whole-mount in situ hybridization.
These analyses revealed that deep neural-over-mesoderm
nes, including Shh (A), F-spondin (B), and Snail (C). Explants were
r lack thereof) for notoplate (Shh, D) and floorplate (F-spondin, E)
es 20–22 (E). A stage 15 control embryo is shown at the left (C).fic ge
on (o
t stagexplants contained three distinct types of region-specific
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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expressed by notoplate cells, and a third expressed by cells
at the boundary between the notoplate and the neural plate.
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, cells located
lateral of the notoplate/floorplate (Shh and F-spondin ex-
pression domains) migrated medially, toward the notoplate/
floorplate. While these cells migrated medially, they ex-
tended long and broad protrusions at their medial ends (Fig.
3, Table 1), suggesting that they have a medial bias in
protrusive activity. Measurements of distribution of protru-
sive activity for these cells confirmed that their protrusive
activity was monopolar and strongly medially biased (Fig. 3,
Table 1).
When neural plate cells reached the notoplate (Shh ex-
pression domain) or floorplate (F-spondin expression do-
main), they stopped extending protrusions medially (Fig. 4,
Table 1). In younger explants (stages 13 to 14), neural plate
cells flattened themselves against, but did not enter, the
notoplate (Fig. 4B). In older explants (stages 15 to 18), cells
approaching the floorplate spread themselves over one
another using broad, randomly directed protrusions (Figs.
4C and 4C9). In other older explants, neural plate cells
turned and migrated posteriorly using long protrusions
directed posteriorly (Figs. 4D and 4D9).
Notoplate cells (within Shh expression domain) ex-
pressed motility behaviors different from both lateral neu-
ral plate cells and cells abutting the notoplate. At early
stages (stages 12.5 to 13.5), notoplate cells extended long
protrusions laterally. After stage 13.5, notoplate cells re-
duced their surface area and became multipolar. They began
extending small protrusions in random directions (Fig. 5,
Table 1). We did not observe the motility behaviors of
notoplate cells beyond stage 13.5 because more lateral cells
cover the notoplate domain, as occurs during neurulation in
whole embryos (Davidson and Keller, 1999).
These results define several new morphogenic cell behav-
iors driving convergent extension of the neural plate. No-
tably, neural plate cells express medially directed protru-
sive activity and notoplate cells express random protrusive
activity. The monopolar medially directed cell motility
expressed by neural plate cells contrasts with the bipolar
mediolateral cell motility described previously in deep
neural explants separated from the mesoderm (Elul et al.,
1997) and in the mesoderm itself (Shih and Keller, 1992a).
Deep Neural Explants (without Notoplate) Express
Bipolar Mediolateral Cell Motility
Do deep neural explants separated from the mesoderm
express neural plate and notoplate-specific motility behav-
iors observed in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants or do
they express different types of motility behaviors? As de-
scribed above, deep neural explants did not express the
notoplate gene Shh as in deep neural-over-mesoderm ex-
plants. Thus, we hypothesized that (at least some) deep
neural explants might not express neural plate and
notoplate-specific cell motility.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightVideorecordings of deep neural explants showed that they
varied in expression of notoplate-specific cell motility. Two
of five deep neural explants did not show any neural plate
and notoplate-specific cell behaviors. In these explants,
cells extended protrusions mediolaterally and crawled me-
dially and laterally across the “midline” (Figs. 6A and 6A9).
The remaining three deep neural explants expressed noto-
plate cell motility. In one of these explants, cells near the
midline crawled medially and then clumped over one
another as do cells approaching the notoplate in deep
neural-over-mesoderm explants (data not shown).
These results agree with our earlier finding that deep
neural explants contain cells that express medially and
laterally biased protrusive activity (Elul et al., 1997). They
lso define the basic cell motility in deep neural explants
ithout a notoplate domain to be bipolar mediolateral cell
otility. Note that this bipolar mediolateral cell motility is
istinct from the monopolar medial protrusive behavior
xpressed in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants.
Differences between Intercalation in Deep Neural
and Deep Neural-over-Mesoderm Explants
Neural convergent extension is primarily accomplished
by mediolateral intercalation of groups of cells (Elul et al.,
997; Keller et al., 1992a). One possibility is that the
different protrusive activities expressed in deep neural and
deep neural-over-mesoderm explants—bipolar mediolateral
and monopolar medial—may result in different patterns of
cell intercalation. To examine this issue we traced the
patterns of cell intercalation in the two explants. We
discovered that deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neu-
ral explants differed in their degree of neighbor exchange
during mediolateral intercalation.
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, cells rearranged
conservatively—mainly with their immediate medial and
lateral neighbors (Fig. 7A). Thus, small, localized popula-
tions of cells came to lie in a single anteroposterior column
(follow red and blue cells, green cells, and pink and orange
cells in Fig. 7A). Distinct, nonoverlapping populations of
cells came to lie in adjacent anteroposterior columns (green,
red, and pink cells, Fig. 7A). Distinct, nonoverlapping
populations of cells came to life in adjacent anteroposterior
columns (green, red, and pink cells, Fig. 7A). In contrast,
during mediolateral intercalation in deep neural explants,
cells rearranged promiscuously. Individual cells moved
great distances medially and laterally and rearranged with
other cells that were originally far away from them along
the mediolateral axis. Thus, populations of cells originally
dispersed along the mediolateral axis came to lie in the
same anteroposterior column (green and yellow cells, Fig.
8A). Intermingled populations of cells gave rise to adjacent
anteroposterior columns (orange, blue, yellow, and red
cells, Fig. 8A). To confirm the differences in mediolateral
intercalation between deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep
neural explants we counted the average number of neighbor
changes (gains and losses of contacts) per cell per hour. For
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
8 Elul and KellerFIG. 3. Images of a deep neural-over-mesoderm explant show F-spondin expression (A, left), fluorescent cells videorecorded from stages
15 to 17 (A, middle), and an overlay of the two (A, right). These cells are clearly lateral to F-spondin expression and thus are in the neural
plate. A frame from the videorecording made of the cells within the boxes in A shows cell protrusions directed medially (arrows, B). Frames
from a videorecording made of another explant from stage 12 to 12.5 (C) likewise shows neural plate cells extending protrusions medially
(arrows, C). The dashed line indicates the midline. The angular distributions of protrusions (D) for eight deep neural-over-mesoderm
explants in which cells were located lateral of the notoplate and floorplate shows that they have medially directed protrusions. Numbers
indicate percentages of protrusions defined by concentric circles (D). Anterior is to the top and medial is to the right in all images. Bars, 50
mm (B) and 35 mm (C).
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9Patterning of Neural Morphogenic Cell Behaviorsthe deep neural-over-mesoderm explant shown in Fig. 7A
we calculated an average of 2.2 neighbor changes per cell
per hour (n 5 3 cells), whereas for the deep neural explant
shown in Fig. 8A we calculated an average of 4.5 neighbor
changes per cell per hour (n 5 3 cells).
Differentiation of Patterns in Morphogenic Cell
Behaviors in Deep Neural and Deep Neural-
over-Mesoderm Explants
Do deep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neural explants
also differ in the spatiotemporal progression of differentiation
of motile cell behaviors? To examine this issue, we made
epiillumination videorecordings of explants from stages 11.5
to stage 19. From these videorecordings, we defined cell shape
changes associated with motile behaviors in deep neural-over-
mesoderm and deep neural explants. We then compared the
spatiotemporal progressions of these cell shape changes across
the neural tissue in the two types of explants.
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, cells expressed
the following sequence of shape changes associated with
motile behavior: During stages 11.5–13, when cells first
became motile, they developed a pointed protrusion at their
medial ends (asterisk, Fig. 9A). These cells then elongated
slightly along their mediolateral axes (Fig. 9). From stage 13
to stage 19, motile cells continued elongating (Fig. 9). By
stage 19, motile cells had reached a mean L/W ratio greater
than 2.0 (Fig. 9). By scoring cells for pointed medial ends
(and then measuring L/W ratios for cells with pointed ends),
we discovered that motile cell behaviors progressed through
deep neural-over-mesoderm explants in a discontinuous
anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial progression. Mo-
tile behaviors were first expressed by small groups of cells (4
to 7 cells), spaced 8 to 10 cells apart along the anteroposte-
rior axis (Fig. 9A; n 5 3 explants). Immediately following
these reiterated foci of cell motility, motile behaviors
progressed through the neural tissue between each of these
groups of cells, proceeding between each group from ante-
rior to posterior and lateral to medial (Fig. 9).
Deep neural explants differed from deep neural-over-
mesoderm explants, both in the types of cell shape changes
TABLE 1
Angular Distribution of Protrusions in Different Regions of Deep
Tissue region
Mean % (SD) of cells whose protrusive a
Monopolar Bipolar
Neural 61 (39) 36 (37)
Boundary 57 (31) 11 (18)
Notoplate 36 (10) 27 (09)
Note. For explants with cells in the same tissue region, we ca
istributions. For monopolar cells, we also calculated a mean prot
a The angular dispersion was too high to calculate a true mean athat signified motile behavior and in the spatial progression
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightf these cell shape changes through the neural tissue. When
ells in deep neural explants first became motile, they did
ot develop pointed medial edges. Instead, their first shape
hange (stage 11.5) was mediolateral elongation (compare
ells near asterisks, Figs. 9A and 10A). In deep neural
xplants, motile cells did not progressively elongate over
ime, and by stage 19, motile cells were no longer elongated
Fig. 10; Elul et al., 1997). However, note that during stages
2–19 in deep neural explants, cells change their length
pisodically (on a smaller scale) due to extension and
etraction of protrusions at their medial and lateral ends
Elul et al., 1997). By scoring for mediolaterally elongated
ells, we mapped the spatiotemporal progression of motile
ehaviors in deep neural explants. Interestingly, motile
ehaviors were first expressed by cells in the anterior and
ateralmost regions of the neural tissue rather than by cells
paced in intervals along the anteroposterior axis (Fig. 10A).
otile behaviors then progressed continuously posteriorly
nd medially through the neural tissue of deep neural
xplants (Fig. 10A; n 5 4 explants).
These results show that in both deep neural-over-
esoderm and deep neural explants motile cell behaviors
evelop in anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial pro-
ressions. During stages 13–15, a wave of cell division also
weeps through the neural tissue in Xenopus from anterior
o posterior and lateral to medial (Hartenstein, 1989). How-
ver, in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, motile behav-
ors differentiate in a discontinuous anteroposterior pro-
ression, whereas in deep neural explants, motile behaviors
ifferentiate in a continuous progression.
Differentiation and Progression of Notoplate Cell
Motility
We also examined the differentiation of motile behaviors
in notoplate cells in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants.
We discovered that motile behaviors were first expressed by
groups of notoplate cells spaced in intervals along the
anteroposterior axis, similar to lateral neural plate cells in
deep neural-over-mesoderm explants.
The first morphological sign of the boundary between the
al-over-Mesoderm Explants
ity is
Mean of mean prot. angle
for monopolar cells (SD) Ndom
(6) 20 (55) 8 explants
(25) 59 (46) 6 explants
(06) 93 (76)a 4 explants
ted the percentage of cells with monopolar, bipolar, or random
e angle. See Materials and Methods for details.
.Neur
ctiv
Ran
2
31
36
lcula
rusivneural plate and the notoplate were “puckers” of small
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10 Elul and KellerFIG. 4. Images of a deep neural-over-mesoderm explant (A) show Shh expression (top), fluorescent cells videorecorded from stages 13 to
13.5 (middle), and an overlay of the two (bottom). The cells that were videorecorded (boxes, A) abut the Shh expression. Stills from
videorecordings of cells shown in A illustrate cells spreading on their medial neighbors (asterisks, B). Some cells extended medial
protrusions in the first image and then retracted their medial margins in the second image 10 min later (arrows, B). Other cells with medial
protrusions are still visible (open arrows, B). Sequential images of another explant videorecorded during stages 16 to 17 show cells abutting
the medial domain extending broad protrusions medially and posteriorly (arrows, C, C9), spreading over medial neighbors, and covering one
another (C, C9). Images of a third explant videorecorded during stages 15 to 16 show cells reaching the medial domain (floorplate/F-spondin)
and extending protrusions posteriorly (arrows, D, D9). Angular distribution of protrusions (E) for six deep neural-over-mesoderm explants
in which cells were abutting the notoplate and floorplate shows that these cells have medially and posteriorly polarized protrusions.
Anterior is to the top and medial is to the right in all images. Bars, 35 mm (D,E).
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
to the top in all images. Bar, 25 mm (B).
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Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightgroups of prospective notoplate cells (yellow and red cells,
Fig. 11A). Notoplate cells in the puckers became more
elongated and their ends facing the notoplate boundary
became more pointed (yellow and red cells, Fig. 11A). These
puckers appeared every 8 to 10 cells along the anteroposte-
rior axis (yellow and red cells, Figs. 11A, 11B, and 11C),
approximately at the same distance and at the same stage as
the neural plate behaviors described above. The notoplate
cells then reduced their apical surface area and elongated
anteroposteriorly (yellow cells, Figs. 11D and 11E). As time
progressed, neural plate cells became more elongated me-
diolaterally and notoplate cells became more elongated
anteroposteriorly (orange and yellow cells, Figs. 11D, 11E,
and 11F). Thus, the neural plate and notoplate became more
distinct from one another (Fig. 11F).
Cell Rearrangement Is Progressive and Graded
in Amount
To determine if deep neural and deep neural-over-
mesoderm explants expressed progressions for intercalation
of groups of cells similar to the progressions for motile
behaviors, we mapped the progression of mediolateral cell
intercalation.
Videorecordings of five different deep neural-over-
mesoderm explants showed that mediolateral intercalation
began anteriorly and laterally, progressed medially and poste-
riorly, and was eventually graded medial to lateral andposte-
rior to anterior (Fig. 7). During the first hour depicted in Fig.
7A, lateral (yellow) and anterior (red) cells intercalated a small
amount. Thus, they spanned a slightly larger anteroposterior
extent and smaller mediolateral extent. In a more medial
FIG. 6. In a deep neural explant without notoplate, cells located
in the medial and lateral regions of the explant migrate back and
forth across the “midline” (A, A9). The cells extend both medial and
lateral protrusions; they first extend protrusions to the right and 2 h
later to the left (arrows). Bar, 30 mm (A).FIG. 5. Images of a deep neural-over-mesoderm explant at stage
13 (A) show Shh expression (left), fluorescently labeled cells within
the medial domain (middle), and an overlay of the two (right).
Images from the videorecording made of the cells in the boxes in A
show their randomly and laterally directed protrusions (arrows, B).
Angular distribution of protrusions (C) for four deep neural-over-
mesoderm explants in which cells were within the notoplate/
floorplate shows they have laterally or randomly oriented protru-
sions. Dashed line in B indicates midline of the explant. Anterior ispopulation of cells (green), only the lateral most cells (1 and 2)
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
12 Elul and KellerFIG. 7. In a deep neural-over-mesoderm explant videorecorded from stage 11.5 to stage 15, cell intercalation develops in an
anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial progression and is conservative (A). The outlined cells were identified and followed throughout
the duration of the videorecording (A), except for the orange cells, which moved out of the field of view during the third hour. The behavior
of the colored populations of cells (A) is described in the text. During later stages of convergent extension in deep neural-over-mesoderm
explants (B), intercalation is graded along the anterior–posterior axis with the posterior cells intercalating more than the anterior cells. In
B, the tracings span from stage 15 to stage 18. In A, scale bar represents 30 mm and arrows indicate the midline of the explant.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
d
l
13Patterning of Neural Morphogenic Cell BehaviorsFIG. 8. In a deep neural explant videorecorded from stage 11.5 to stage 15, mediolateral cell intercalation is promiscuous (A). In another
eep neural explant videorecorded from stage 11.5 to stage 17, mediolateral cell intercalation progresses from anterior to posterior and
ateral to medial (B). The behavior of the colored populations of cells is described in the text (A,B). In B, scale bar represents 40 mm.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightintercalated. Posterior populations of cells did not intercalate
very much (blue and orange). During the second hour, inter-
FIG. 10. In deep neural explants, motile cell behaviors differenti-
ate in a continuous anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial
progression. The gray-colored cells were selected by their medio-
lateral elongated morphology (L/W . 1.5; asterisk, A). The plot of
mean L/W (B) for the explant shown in A confirms that motile cells
(gray) are longer than cells that have not yet expressed active
motility (white) (Mann–Whitney, asterisks indicate P , 0.05).
owever, cell elongation is transient rather than progressive
Kruskal–Wallace, P , 0.0001). The tracings span from approxi-
ately stage 12 to stage 19. Error bars show standard deviations.FIG. 9. In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, motile cell
behaviors differentiate in a discontinuous anterior-to-posterior
and lateral-to-medial progression. The gray-colored cells were
selected by their pointed medial edges (asterisk, A). Measure-
ments of mean L/W (B) for the explant shown in A illustrate that
motile cells (gray) are also longer than cells that have not yet
expressed active motility (white cells) (Mann–Whitney, asterisks
indicate P , 0.05). Additionally, over time, motile cells (gray)
become longer (Kruskal–Wallace, P , 0.05). Only neural plate
cells located to the left of the midline were scored for active
motility because cells to the right of the arrows are notoplate
cells that express different motile behaviors. The tracings span
from stage 12 to stage 18. Scale bar, 60 mm. Error bars showcalation progressed from lateral and anterior cells (yellow and
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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15Patterning of Neural Morphogenic Cell Behaviorsred) to more medial and posterior cells (green, purple, and
blue). The medial cells (green and purple) came closer to lying
on a single meridian. In the posterior population of cells (blue),
the cell that was originally on the same latitude as cell 7
moved anterior to cell 7. During the third hour, the columns
of medial and anterior cells (green and pink) broke apart due to
intercalation of other unlabeled cells. The more posterior
population of cells (blue) came to lie on a single meridian.
During the 2 h shown, the most posterior cells (orange) never
intercalated but only clumped together (follow cells 11, 12, 13,
and 14). During later stages of neurulation (from stage 15 to
stage 18), intercalation in deep neural-over-mesoderm ex-
FIG. 11. In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, notoplate boun
osterior progression. The behaviors of the colored populations of c
lack dashed line is the midline of the explant; blue dashed line is
ed cells are notoplate cells, and orange cells are neural plate cellsplants was graded along the anteroposterior axis, with anterior (
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightells intercalating very little and posterior cells continuing to
ntercalate much more (Fig. 7B).
In deep neural explants, mediolateral cell intercalation
ollowed the same progression as in deep neural-over-
esoderm explants (Fig. 8B, n 5 3 explants). During the
rst 50 min (Fig. 8B), the anterior and lateralmost cells
green) intercalated, and each group came to lie on a single
eridian. During this same period, the more posterior cells
yellow and blue) elongated mediolaterally (indicating the
nset of active motility) but did not intercalate. During the
ext 60 min, intercalation progressed from anterior and
ateral cells (green) to more medial (red) and posterior cells
s and cell behaviors differentiate in a discontinuous anterior-to-
re described in the text. The stills span from stage 11.5 to stage 18.
boundary between the neural plate and the notoplate; yellow and
indicates the anterior end of the explant; scale bars, 35 mm.darie
ells ayellow and blue). During the last 50 min shown, the
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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16 Elul and Kellermaximum amount of intercalation occurred in the poste-
rior groups of cells (yellow and blue). These groups of cells
came to lie in single columns, and the posteriormost group
(blue) extended the most.
DISCUSSION
Vertical Interactions with the Mesoderm beyond
Late Gastrulation Pattern Neural Morphogenic
Cell Behaviors
In this paper, we defined specific roles for signals from
the mesoderm, up to and beyond the late gastrula stage,
in patterning neural cell motility (Fig. 12). In deep
neural-over-mesoderm explants, neural plate cells ex-
FIG. 12. Schematic summary of our findings. In deep neural expl
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, neural plate cells express m
domain) express random protrusive activity (B). Additionally, in bo
behaviors differentiate in anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-med
behaviors differentiate in a continuous anterior-to-posterior prog
behaviors differentiate in a discontinuous anterior-to-posterior prog
staining is Shh and F-spondin.press monopolar medially directed protrusive activity e
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightnd notoplate cells express multipolar randomly oriented
rotrusive activity (Fig. 12B). In contrast, in deep neural
xplants separated from the mesoderm at late gastrula-
ion (without notoplate), all cells express bipolar medio-
ateral protrusive activity (Fig. 12A).
These results demonstrate that, depending on the de-
ree of vertical signals, the neural tissue expresses differ-
nt morphogenic cell behaviors. They also raise the
uestion: Does the neural tissue express mediolateral
ipolar cell motility in the whole embryo? Perhaps. The
eural ectoderm may express bipolar cell motility before
he mesoderm fully underlies the neural tissue and
nduces medially directed protrusive activity. Alterna-
ively, bipolar protrusive activity may not be expressed in
he neural tissue under normal patterning conditions.
nstead it may be an ancestral mechanism for convergent
without notoplate, cells express bipolar mediolateral motility (A).
l protrusive activity, and notoplate cells (within the Shh expression
ep neural-over-mesoderm and deep neural explants, morphogenic
rogressions (A,B). However, in deep neural explants, motile cell
on (A), whereas in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, motile
n (B). Blue tissue is neural, red tissue is mesodermal, and dark blueants
edia
th de
ial p
ressi
ressioxtension still expressed by mesodermal cells (Shih and
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17Patterning of Neural Morphogenic Cell BehaviorsKeller, 1992a) but expressed only in the neural tissue in
explants with limited vertical signals.
Neural Plate and Notoplate Show Region-Specific
Cell Behaviors
Neural plate and notoplate regions express different genes
and, eventually, different fates (Ekker et al., 1995; Klar et
l., 1992). Here, we show that the Xenopus neural plate and
otoplate also express different morphogenic cell behaviors.
eural plate cells appear to intercalate actively, using force
enerated by medially directed protrusions. In contrast,
otoplate cells may rearrange passively, due to attachment
o the underlying, converging, and extending mesoderm.
otoplate cells may also actively crawl on the notochord
sing basolateral protrusions (A. Edlund and R. Keller,
npublished results).
Neural plate/notoplate motility domains likely represent a
hylogenetically general character, as does Shh expression. In
he chick (Alvarez and Schoenwolf, 1991) and the newt
Jacobson and Gordon, 1976), neural plate and notoplate ex-
ress different cell morphologies and rearrangement behav-
ors. However, the specific type of cell motility in neural plate
nd notoplate may not be conserved across species. In most
ther vertebrates that have been studied, neural ectoderm is a
ingle epithelial layer, whereas in Xenopus it is double-
ayered. At this time we do not know the neural plate and
otoplate motility behaviors in these other organisms because
hey have not been studied directly with fluorescence time-
apse videorecording techniques.
Regional Restrictions in Cell Mixing in the Neural
Ectoderm
One major consequence of the early regionalization of
neural plate and notoplate cell motility is that cells that
express Shh and cells that do not are segregated from one
another. Thus, our results show for the first time that the
Xenopus neural plate and notoplate are segregated domains.
This segregation occurs despite the rearrangement of these
cells during convergent extension (Elul et al., 1997; Keller
t al., 1992a). In whole Xenopus embryos neural plate and
notoplate are also segregated (Edlund and Keller, unpub-
lished results). Additionally, Jacobson and others (1986)
showed that, in the newt, the neural plate and notoplate are
also segregated.
Are there more lateral boundaries that further subdivide
the Xenopus neural plate into segregated domains? Espes-
eth and others (1998) showed that the sulcus limitans
subdivides the neural plate into segregated domains. How-
ever, we did not observe specialized behaviors at the sulcus
limitans or any other lateral region of the neural tissue,
either in this study or elsewhere (T. Elul, unpublished
observations). The rearrangement discontinuities described
in this other study could involve subtle motility specializa-
tions below our level of resolution. They may also simply
be indicative of the conservative mediolateral intercalation
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightexhibited by the neural ectoderm (A. Edlund and R. Keller,
unpublished observations).
Potential Mechanisms of Medially Directed Cell
Motility
What cues guide neural plate cells to crawl medially? The
simplest model is that neural plate cells crawl up a gradient
of chemotropic factor diffusing from the notoplate. Simi-
larly, later in development, commissural axons are guided
toward the floorplate by a gradient of chemotropic factor
(Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). Candidate chemo-
tropic molecules expressed at the notoplate in Xenopus
include Netrins (de la Torre et al., 1997; Kennedy et al.,
994; Serafini et al., 1994). Netrins may be polarizing the
rotrusive activity of the neural plate cells toward the
otoplate, but there is no evidence for this at present. In
ddition to netrins, other chemotropic factors produced by
he notoplate may polarize motility of neural plate cells.
Other studies suggest that the signals polarizing neural cell
otility come from the lateral neural plate. Notochordless
mbryos (which do not differentiate notoplate) undergo neural
onvergent extension and tube formation normally (Malacin-
ki and Youn, 1983; Spemann, 1938). In static transverse
ections of these embryos, neural cells appear polarized in
orphology, with their medial ends more pointed than their
ateral ends. Note that these data contrast to our finding that
eep neural explants, which lack both somitic and noto-
chordal tissues, express bipolar cell motility.
Currently, our laboratory is examining motility and gene
expression in neural explants with either notochord or
somites removed, with notoplate transplanted to neural
plate, and with the mediolateral orientation of somites
reversed. These experiments should define the roles of
signals from the notoplate and the lateral neural plate in
guiding neural cells to crawl medially.
Significance of Conservative and Promiscuous
Patterns of Intercalation
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, cells intercalate
locally and conservatively, whereas in deep neural explants
separated from the mesoderm, cells intercalate promiscu-
ously. One consequence of the conservative cell intercala-
tion in deep neural-over-mesoderm explants may be that
while the neural tissue converges and extends, it maintains
patterning of anteroposterior stripes of gene expression.
Neural tissue may maintain patterning simply because
cells intercalate conservatively and remain with their
neighbors (with like identities) while they rearrange. This
could act in addition to the regional restrictions in cell
mixing at the notoplate boundary and perhaps at the sulcus
limitans as well (Espeseth and Kintner, 1997).
The conservative mode of cell intercalation also appears
to be a more efficient mechanism of producing convergent
extension than the promiscuous mode of intercalation.
Deep neural-over-mesoderm explants show fewer exchange
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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18 Elul and Kellerof neighbors than deep neural explants but converge and
extend more. This may be due to the fact that during
promiscuous intercalation, cells exchange mediolateral po-
sitions but often do not end up anterior or posterior to one
another and thus do not produce significant extension.
Morphogenic Cell Behaviors Progress from
Anterior to Posterior and Lateral to Medial in
Neural Explants with and without Mesoderm
In both deep neural and deep neural-over-mesoderm ex-
plants, cell motility and cell intercalation develop in
anterior-to-posterior and lateral-to-medial progressions (Fig.
12). We observed similar progressions of convergent exten-
sion in the neural ectoderm of whole embryos and Keller
sandwich explants (Keller et al., 1992a,b). However, we
defined these progressions by distortion of the superficial
epithelial layer of the neural tissue, which probably is
passive during convergent extension. Our report here is the
first time we describe progressions of motile behaviors for
the deep neural cells. Additionally, these progressions of
cell behaviors occur in explants consisting solely of deep
neural tissue. This demonstrates that the deep neural tissue
is independent of the superficial neural epithelium in these
aspects of morphogenic patterning.
Significance of Progressions of Morphogenic Cell
Behaviors for Neural Patterning
The anterior-to-posterior progression of cell behaviors in
the neural tissue may reflect the progressive action of
inductive signals from the dorsal (organizer) mesoderm. If
so, we propose that the inducing signals should contact the
anterior neural tissue—the first region to express motile
behaviors—before the posterior neural tissue. Under this
criterion, vertical signals from the mesoderm are more
likely than planar signals to induce the anterior-to-posterior
progression of motile behaviors in the neural tissue. With
the planar route of neural induction, the organizer trans-
mits inducing signals first to the posterior neural tissue
(Doniach et al., 1992; Keller et al., 1992b). In contrast,
ecent work suggests that vertical signals from the orga-
izer contact the anterior spinal cord before the posterior
pinal cord. When the leading edge endoderm/mesoderm
oves beneath the neural plate, it actually first falls in the
osterior forebrain region (Poznanski and Keller, 1997;
inklbauer and Schu¨rfeld, 1999).
Once the mesoderm comes to fully underlie the neural
issue (at stage 10.5), it may then transmit vertical signals that
nduce the anterior–posterior progression of morphogenic be-
aviors. From stage 10.5 on, neural plate and underlying
esoderm become more or less congruent in their morpho-
ogical movements. The lateral boundaries of the neural plate
nd the somitic leading edge mesoderm are nearly in register
nd these two tissues converge and extend in parallel (Keller et
l., 1992a). During this time, the somitic and notochordal
issues are expressing motile behaviors in an anterior-to-
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press. All rightosterior progression (Domingo and Keller, 1995; Shih and
eller, 1992b; Wilson and Keller, 1991). The signals organizing
hese behaviors exist in the mesoderm while cells express the
ehaviors (Domingo and Keller, 1995). Thus, these signals
ay also travel vertically to the neural tissue where they
ould induce similar anterior-to-posterior progressions in neu-
al morphogenic cell behaviors.
Is the Early Posterior Neural Plate Morphologically
Segmented?
In deep neural-over-mesoderm explants, motile behaviors
are first expressed in the neural plate and notoplate by groups
of cells spaced at intervals along the anteroposterior axis. This
observation suggests that some aspects of neural morphogen-
esis may occur not in a simple anterior-to-posterior progres-
sion, but instead in a more complex, perhaps segmental
pattern (Fig. 12B). The neural cells that first express motile
behavior are spaced 8 to 10 cells apart along the anteroposte-
rior axis, a cellular interval comparable to the somitic segmen-
tation interval (about 7 to 10 cells; Wilson et al., 1989).
However, at this stage, the posterior nervous system does not
express genes in segmental patterns. Thus, the discontinuities
in onset of neural motile behaviors may be an incidental
response of the neural cells to the active segmentation move-
ments of the underlying somitic tissue beneath them (Wilson
et al., 1989). They may also reflect very early and important
events in spinal cord segmentation.
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